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From: John Talbert
Sent: Thursday, October 27, 2011 1:30:06 PM
To: Tom Shaw
Cc: Albert Yockey
Subject: FW: October 2011 Coal Combustion Residuals.pptx
Response requested: No
Importance: High
Attachments: October 2011 Coal Combustion Residuals.pptx ;

___________________________________

Tom,

I met with Eric regarding the status of our planning/cost estimates for our landfills in light of
CCR. He said he didn’t have anything newer than what was used in our PSC presentation some
months back. Can you help me refresh my memory; were those cost estimates based on a
“hazardous” or “non-hazardous” designation?

I’d appreciate your looking over the attached ppt. that will be used next week for the legislative
committee hearing and advising me of any concerns.

Thanks.

John

_____

From: Freibert, David [mailto:David.Freibert@lge-ku.com]
Sent: Thursday, October 27, 2011 12:15 PM
To: John Talbert; 'barry.mayfield@ekpc.coop'; 'nick.comer@ekpc.coop'; 'jekeeton@aep.com';
'van.needham@duke-energy.com'
Cc: 'dyates@kaec.org'; Siemens, George; Voyles, John
Subject: October 2011 Coal Combustion Residuals.pptx
Importance: High
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Coal Combustion Residuals (CCR)

EPA issued a co-proposal in May 2010 requesting comments on two approaches for management of CCRs from power plants.

Subtitle C – Hazardous Waste (federal enforcement)

Subtitle D – Non-hazardous Waste (state enforcement)

EPA prefers classification as “hazardous” which requires direct federal oversight and permitting.

Proposed rule changes are a direct consequence of TVA’s Kingston ash spill in December 2008.

Thousands of comments were filed.

Final rule has most likely been delayed until late 2012 or 2013 (after the presidential election).
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Hazardous/Non-Hazardous  

Subtitle C (hazardous)

Impacts:  Federally run program

Closure of all existing CCR ponds, convert to dry handling and storage only 

Active landfills may continue operations as currently designed

New landfills must have composite liners, groundwater monitoring and leachate collection systems

Sites must become federally permitted treatment and disposal facilities 

Beneficial reuse opportunities will disappear due to “hazardous waste” stigma.

Federal closure standards, including continuation of groundwater monitoring





Subtitle D (non-hazardous)

Impacts: State run program

Closure of all existing non-composite lined CCR ponds 

Active landfills may continue operations as currently designed

New landfills and ash ponds must have composite liners and groundwater monitoring

Beneficial reuse when used as a product replacement.  Structural fill options might be restricted

State administered closure requirements that meet federal minimum standards
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Closure of all existing ponds – dry handling and storage only, current landfills may continue operations, new landfills must have composite liners, groundwater monitoring, sites must become federally permitted treatment and disposal facilities, spill reporting, beneficial reuse opportunities will disappear due to “hazardous waste” stigma.

Subtitle D (non-Hazardous)

Closure of all existing unlined ponds, current landfills may continue operations, new impoundments or landfills must have composite liners, groundwater monitoring.
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Federal Legislative Actions

HR 2273, Coal Residuals Reuse and Management Act

State program (federal minimum standards), impoundment integrity testing, groundwater monitoring, siting requirements for “new” facilities, closure standards

Passed House on October 14 by a bipartisan vote of 267-144



S 1751 (companion to HR 2273) 

Senate has introduced a companion bill that mirrors HR 2273
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Beneficial Reuse in Kentucky

401 KAR 45.060 – Special Waste Permit by Rule

Permit by Rule and Individual Permits (Form DEP 7059F)

Pre-approved uses:

Product replacement (cement, concrete, wallboard), anti-skid materials, highway base, structural fill, roofing granules, mine stabilization, blasting grit …

Prohibited uses:

< 100’ from streams, < 300’ from drinking water wells, in floodplains or wetlands, create nuisance conditions

Annual reporting to KDWM

Analytical characterization as non-hazardous
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Proposed EPA CCR regulations 
impact on Kentucky’s regulated utilities
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Retrofit or close some CCR ponds once they are full

Move to dry storage landfills at all sites

Construct  new process water ponds for each operating site

Costs of compliance will range from XXX to XXX over the next 10 years (non-hazardous)

(put in blended state-wide range here – I currently have LGE-KU – 700m, BREC 237m, EKPC 62m, KPC 300-400m and Duke??? – for a range of 1.299m to 1.399m)









Existing landfills will be grandfathered into either program until such time as an expansion is required. New or expanded landfill operations would be subjected to these regulations and require a composite liner, additional groundwater monitoring, and greater financial assurances. 



Under either alternative, each operating site will still need process water ponds that are lined and can handle the expected volumes of water to be managed prior to any discharge off site.

Note:  replacing the coal units will not eliminate the need for process water ponds.  At CR, the planned landfill will still be needed for a few years until the coal units are retired.



In the future when an operating site is no longer usable, there will be additional costs incurred for capping and monitoring  in accordance with the permit conditions.
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What are Kentucky’s electric utilities doing?

Evaluating compliance alternatives.

Participating in industry efforts to advocate more reasonable regulations and timelines.

Communicating our concerns directly with EPA on proposed regulations.

Educating elected officials, regulators and customers on the effect of the federal regulations will have on electric bill.
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Gentlemen:

Even as you’re rechecking numbers and other things for inclusion in the draft presentation for the 11/3 IJC Natural
Resources meeting, here is a next generation for your review, consideration and comment.

You’ll note that it:

 Contains same final slide as before – and as did the KAM slide. I’d be ambivalent about it (and still
may be), if Rocky hadn’t introduced that “waive the white flag language” a month or two ago. But your call as to
whether we include.

 A couple of “place setter” slides to introduce the specifics of the CCR regulations, subtitles C & D,
etc.

 Similarly, a slide on current federal action on the issue – to let the committee know political context.

 For the group’s consideration, a slide outlining the Beneficial Re-use issue.

 The 6th slide, you’ll note, contains the cost impact info – but does so in context of overall “impacts”
on utilities (work, decisions, etc.).

 On this one, it turns out that the only hard cost estimates we (LGE-KU) have are for the “non-
hazardous” eventuality – and that may be the case for you, as well. It certainly was why EKPC has such a broad
range. For purposes of this presentation – why don’t we plug in our range for non-hazardous (without Duke, looks
to be $1.3b to $1.4b) and simply note that, if the decision is hazardous, those costs will rise significantly?

Interested in general feedback, as well as specifics – at your earliest convenience.

_____

The information contained in this transmission is intended only for the person or
entity to which it is directly addressed or copied. It may contain material of
confidential and/or private nature. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or
other use of, or taking of any action in reliance upon, this information by persons
or entities other than the intended recipient is not allowed. If you received this
message and the information contained therein by error, please contact the
sender and delete the material from your/any storage medium.


